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Sanitary Pad Acceptability
and Sustainability Study
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Overview
Why focus on girls’ secondary education?

Retaining girls in school through the secondary level is now understood
to have farreaching effects on national wellbeing and prosperity for
developing nations. Many of the benefits are related to the first years of
sexual maturity—for instance, fewer early pregnancies, lower HIV trans
mission, and reduced infant mortality—and thus could be expected to
accrue within only a few years of a successful intervention.
Why not allow girls to decide and make it possible for them to act?
We know that the cultural context surrounding girls’ education is complex.
Poor families continue to favor boys when investing in education. House
hold chores, inheritance rights, marriage practices, and sexual violence
all contribute to the hostile environment for girls’ schooling. However,
during the hundreds of interviews we have conducted with schoolgirls,
they have expressed their keen desire to remain in school. So, it seems
!"#$%&#'(")*%)+&,)-#.$)*%)/01")*2"$")/0!($)3%!")#/"&4.)!#*2"!)*2#&)5%46$)
only on trying to change complex local factors and entrenched attitudes
among older generations.
How will puberty education and sanitary care increase
girls’ chances of staying in school?
Unfortunately, once girls have begun menstruating, their families often
pull them out of school to marry or cease to provide support for edu
cation. Male community members sometimes feel that a girl who has
menstruated is “fair game” for unwanted sexual advances, leading to
early pregnancy and disease transmission. We believe that “giving girls
#/"&4.7)*%)$*#.)0&)$42%%()3"#&$)*"((0&/)*2"3)'"5%!")*2"0!)+!$*)8"!0%,)-2#*)
will happen and providing the means to deal with it privately. Girls who do
not know about menarche in advance inevitably reach out to an adult for
assistance when it happens, which effectively announces their puberty to
the community. Girls need sanitary care methods that minimize the vis
ibility of puberty by avoiding accidental leakage.

Our Previous
Work
Our 2008/9 study
in Ghana showed
that provision of free
disposable pads
and education about
menstruation improved
school attendance
among girls, thus
potentially improving
retention.1 Absenteeism
dropped from 21% of
schools days missed to
9%. We are currently
conducting a long
term, large sample
trial in Uganda to
further demonstrate the
expected effects.2
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Concerns About Providing Sanitary Care To Girls
What is the environmental impact of providing disposable sanitary pads to girls?
We frequently hear public concerns about providing sanitary pads to schoolgirls in developing countries. One
worry is the potential damage to the environment caused by the pads. Since continued high fertility is surely
just as important an environmental threat, we believe that the impact of pads disposal should be weighed
against the potential to help girls delay child bearing by preserving privacy about puberty. And, as we will dis
cuss below, we fear that the alternatives usually suggested—such as cloth pads and menstrual cups—show
naiveté about the circumstances in which such interventions are needed.
!"#$%&%'#(#)*&+%(%,-$.
We often hear a second concern focusing on the possible economic windfall for foreign pads manufacturers.
K&)#,,0*0%&;)$"1"!#(),055"!"&*)*"42&%(%/0"$)'"0&/),"1"(%8",)0&)"#$*"!&)J5!04#)4#&)'")8!%,64",)'.)2#&,;)6$0&/)
sustainable materials. Several companies also produce cloth pads that function far better than the means most
!6!#()/0!($)&%-)"38(%.O)K*)-%6(,)3#G")3%!")$"&$")*%)56!*2"!)$688%!*)*2"$")(%4#()'6$0&"$$"$)*2#&)*%),"&.)/0!($)
pads, based on the false assumption that only global companies can step in to provide them.
Can poor families afford sanitary pads?
K&)8#!#(("()*%)%6!)46!!"&*)-%!G)0&)D/#&,#;)-")#!")4%&,64*0&/)#)36(*0P3"*2%,)$*6,.)%5)2%6$"2%(,)86!42#$")
,"40$0%&$O)C2%$")+&,0&/$)#!")&%*)."*)4%38("*")%!)86'(0$2",;)'6*)0*)0$)4("#!)#(!"#,.)*2#*)$#&0*#!.)8#,$)#!")&"#!(.)
unknown in remote areas and that barriers to purchase are based in attitudes, not cost constraints. A box of
sanitary pads will last for a month and can be had for less than one US dollar (the same is true in Ghana).
Households typically spend many times that much each week for the male head to drink beer with his friends.
The obstacle is not price, but the gender power imbalance within households.3

Long walk to school

>!#38",)-#*"!)4(%$"*$

Pit latrine

Rudimentary facilities

A Closer Look at Conditions
What are the current circumstances and practices of sanitary pad use?
“Found” Cloth. Most girls in poor communities of the developing world use cloth to deal with their menstrua
*0%&O):%3"*03"$)*2".)6$")*20&/$)(0G")("#1"$)#&,)3#**!"$$)$*65+&/;)'6*)'.)5#!)*2")3%$*)4%33%&)8!#4*04")0$)*%)
use cloth that is “found” in the household. This cloth might come from any number of sources (it is often from
cutup old clothes), but it is seldom absorbent, quickdrying, or secure. Girls wrap cloth about their loins or
pack it into underwear, then try to move carefully so the cloth will not shift or leak.
Long Distances to School. Schools in rural areas are frequently some distance away—an hour’s walk or
3%!")0$)&%*)6&4%33%&Q#&,)/"**0&/)*%)#&,)5!%3)*2"3)!"R60!"$)4!%$$0&/),05+46(*)*"!!#0&O)>(%*2)8!%,64*$)36$*)
be sturdy and secure because the friction from long walks and other activities will, over days and months of
6$";)86*)$0/&0+4#&*)$*!#0&)%&)$*0*420&/O)J&.)8#,)36$*)8!%10,")!"(0#'(")8!%*"4*0%&)5!%3)("#G#/"),6!0&/)"F"!*0%&;)
which normally means some kind of plastic liner, and have a secure attachment to keep the pad from shifting
during movement.
Lack of Privacy at School. When she does get to school, there will usually be no private place for the girl to
wash and change. Water closets, if they are present at all, are cramped and may be either shared with boys or
%8"&)*%)10"-O)=#&.)/0!($)$038(.)42%%$")*%)$*#.)2%3"),6!0&/)*2"0!)8"!0%,$O)>%33"!40#((.P8!%,64",),0$8%$#'(")
sanitary pads, if they can be had, work better in this environment because they are reliable, can be changed
quickly and secretly, and do not need washing. Girls report they can go eight hours or more without changing
the leading sanitary pad.
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Challenges of Washing and Drying. We must bear in mind the scarcity of clean water and soap, as well as
the small, shared spaces the girls inhabit. Boiling water requires arduous preparatory work and is unavoidably
a behavior visible to others. Girls consistently hang cloths to dry in a hidden place, usually someplace dark.
Girls often do not have enough scraps to last their cycle. As a result, cloths are often damp and may have
debris clinging to them when returned to use. Weather conditions in humid equatorial countries prevent cloths
from drying completely even if left in a sunny spot. These unhygienic conditions often cause the cloth to give
off an odor distinctive enough to betray them to observers and may pose health risks.4
Disposal Methods. ?0$8%$#()%5)4%33"!40#()8#,$)0$)#($%)#)8!%'("3O)<%%!)4%336&0*0"$)0&)$6'P:#2#!#&)J5!04#)
4%(("4*)!6''0$2)0&)#)4%33%&)80(")#&,)%&(.)%44#$0%&#((.)'6!&)*2")!"56$"O)H1"&)-2"&)*2")4%336&0*.),%"$)'6!&)
the rubbish, it is burned in the open, often incompletely, leaving gobs of halfconsumed objects for dogs or chil
,!"&)*%)804G)%6*O)A%!)*20$)!"#$%&;)/0!($)#!")(%#*2)*%)86*)6$",)8#,$)0&)*2")4%336&0*.)!6''0$2O)K&)%!,"!)*%)8!%*"4*)
their privacy, girls will place used pads directly into the latrine after use, or if they do not have a latrine, they may
56!*01"(.)'6!.)*2"0!)8#,$)0&)*2")5%!"$*O)H1"&)0&)$42%%($)*2#*)8!%10,")#)4"&*!#()0&40&"!#*%!)5#0!(.)&"#!)*2")*%0("*$;)*2")
girls will put the pads down the latrines rather than be seen walking to the incinerator with a used one.

Designing A Sustainable Sanitary Care Solution
What are the design requirements for a sustainable sanitary pad?
A sustainable sanitary care solution will be thoughtfully designed to address the ground realities we have de
scribed. Pads must be both dependable and comfortable. Any cloth product designed for menstrual use should
6$")5#'!04)*2#*)0$)#'$%!'"&*)'6*)!"("#$"$)$%0(0&/)R604G(.)-2"&)-#$2",)'.)2#&,O)K*)36$*),!.)1"!.)!#80,(.;)"1"&)0&)
the absence of sunlight. The product design must also include a protective barrier and a fastening mechanism to
"&$6!")*2")8#,),%"$)&%*)$205*)-0*2)/0!($S)3%1"3"&*$O)K*)$2%6(,)'")$*6!,0(.)$"-&)*%)-"#*2"!)(%&/)-#(G$)*%)$42%%()
%1"!),#.$)#&,)3%&*2$)%5)6$"O)K38%!*#&*(.;)*2")4(%*2)36$*)'")$%5*)*%)*2")*%642)#5*"!)2#10&/)'""&)-#$2",)#&,)
#0!P,!0",I)86**0&/)!%6/2P,!0",)*"!!.)4(%*2;)5%!)0&$*#&4";)#/#0&$*)*20$)$"&$0*01")#!"#)'"5%!")-#(G0&/)#&)2%6!)*%)$42%%()
4#6$"$)8#0&56()42#+&/O)
Any cloth or disposable product will also address the privacy and hygiene challenges under which girls live, work,
and learn. The pad must be designed for easy change and disposal in crowded, shared facilities. Providers of
cloth pads should keep in mind that users will require access to clean water, washing soap, and a clean, private
8(#4")*%),!.)4(%*2$Q%!)*2"0!)6$")-0(()'")6&2./0"&04)#&,)8%$$0'(.)6&$#5"O)HF8"4*0&/)*2")/0!($)*%)'%0()-#*"!)%!)6$")
an iron in order to get pads clean is not reasonable because of privacy issues. Menstrual cups normally cannot
be cleaned adequately, pose special public health concerns because they may be shared, and usually violate
taboos against insertion.
What about disposal of single use pads?
Most disposable sanitary pads will eventually biodegrade except for the thin plastic liner that virtually all of
*2"3)4%&*#0&O)TK&)D/#&,#;)-2"!")-")4%&,64*",)*20$)$*6,.;)*2")/%1"!&3"&*)!"R60!"$)*2#*)$#&0*#!.)8#,$)2#1")
a plastic liner.) However, when a number of girls are putting used pads into the same latrines, the receptacle
'"4%3"$)56(()3%!")R604G(.)*2#&)*%0("*$)6$",)%&(.)'.)'%.$O)K*)0$)"F8"&$01")*%)4("#&)%!)!"8(#4")(#*!0&"$)#$)%5*"&)
#$)-%6(,)'")!"R60!",O)K&)#&.)4#$";)*2")3%$*)"&10!%&3"&*#((.)!"$8%&$0'(")-#.)*%),0$8%$")%5)*2"$")8#,$)0$)*%)
'6!&)*2"3O):%;)+&,0&/)#)-#.)*%)'6!&)*2")8#,$)-20(")8!%*"4*0&/)*2")/0!($S)8!01#4.)0$)!"R60!",O

Privacy

Disposal

Absorbent

Dependable

Secure

Comfortable

Girls are not
exposed when
cleaning or
changing in
shared facilities

H#$.)#&,)8!01#*")
so girls don’t
throw pads
into latrines

High daily
capacity,
releases soiling
when washed,
quickdrying

Longlasting
design to
withstand repeated
use and multiple
washings

Fastens to
underwear and
does not shift
with movement

Nonabrasive
material for
sensitive skin
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Our Current Work: Sustainable Pad Study
Here we report the results of research intended to assess the accept
ability of locally produced sanitary alternatives among primary and
secondary schoolgirls in rural Uganda. Three cloth pads, one disposable
product made out of papyrus, and individuallysized incinerators were
tested. Because each sanitary pad alternative had distinct advantages
and disadvantages, all were included in the trial.
Sites. The study was conducted in one large secondary school with both day and boarding students and two
primary schools within the same catchment. All are located in a rural, mountainous region near the border with
Kenya. The primary schools were both located some distance from the nearest market town, so disposable
pads were effectively unavailable. The secondary school was located in a small market town with no bank,
&%)8%$*)%5+4";)#&,)&%)0&*"!&"*;)'6*)$#&0*#!.)8#,$)4%6(,)'")'%6/2*)*2"!"O)C2")$42%%()42#!/"$)*60*0%&;)5""$;)#&,)
boarding expenses. Secondary education in Uganda—as well as in much of subSaharan Africa—is typically
,"(01"!",)'.)'%#!,0&/)$42%%($O)C2"$")#!")5#!)5!%3)'"0&/)U8%$27)"&10!%&3"&*$O)K&)%6!)*"$*)$42%%(;)*2"),%!3)
rooms are austere and very crowded. The tanks sometimes do not provide enough water for washing. Most
of the students are poor and from rural villages. Only 7.6% reported coming from a city. About a quarter of all
$*6,"&*$)2#,)8(63'0&/)#*)2%3"V)%&(.)WXY)2#,)Z6$2)*%0("*$O)C2"!")-"!")#'%6*)W;WXX)$*6,"&*$;)'6*)%&(.)[XY)
are girls. Privacy in sanitary practice is particularly important because, as is typical in coeducational schools,
the boys outnumber the girls two to one.
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Design and Methods. At the primary schools, pads were distributed to all menstruating girls by the headmis
*!"$$"$O)E&")$42%%()!"4"01",)JA@K8#,$)#&,)*2")%*2"!)!"4"01",)=-"`0)<#,$O)A%46$)/!%68$)-"!")2"(,)#*)*2")
end of the test, six months later.
J*)*2")$"4%&,#!.)$42%%(;)#(()/0!($)"&!%((",)-"!")0&4(6,",)0&)*2")$*6,.O)H#42)/0!()-#$)/01"&)=#G#<#,$)#&,)
instructed to dispose of them in the incinerator. The girls were divided into three groups and received one
*.8")%5)4(%*2)8#,)8!%,64*)*%)*"$*)0&)#,,0*0%&)*%)*2")=#G#<#,$I)%&"P*20!,)*"$*",)JA@K8#,$V)#&%*2"!)*20!,)=-"`0)
<#,$V)#&%*2"!)*20!,)!"4"01",)\=HC)8#,$O)C2")*"$*)(#$*",)$0F)3%&*2$O)?"3%/!#8204)#&,)-"#(*2)$6!1".$;)5%46$)
groups, and interviews were conducted.

CLOTH PADS

KMET Pads

AFRIpads

Mwezi Pads

\=HC)<#,$)#!")0&,010,6#()-#$2
able pads produced by teenage
3%*2"!$)0&)]#3'#(")?0$*!04*;)
Kenya. They are made of terrycloth
with a soilresistant plastic liner.
H#42)8#,)5#$*"&$)0&)*2")6&,"!
wear. They come as a package of
$0F)*204G)8#,$)4%$*0&/)D:^_O[WO)K&)
preliminary testing, this pad took
days to dry. However, a pad can be
worn for a very long time without
leaking—ten hours or more.

JA@K8#,$)#!")-#$2#'(")4(%*2)8#,$)
produced in Uganda and provide
villagebased employment for
women. They are made of soft,
R604GP,!.0&/)Z""4")#&,)$%(,)0&)#)
kit that includes two soilresistant
plasticlined “base” pads that fas
ten securely to underwear, three
attachable winged liners, three
straight liners, and two small bags
5%!)4#!!.0&/O)C2")JA@K8#,)G0*)4%$*$)
US$5.95.

Mwezi Pads are made on sewing
machines by Kenyan women’s
collectives using fabrics that are
locally available and affordable.
They have a homemade appear
ance, but contain a plastic lining to
protect against leakage. The pads
consist of a circular base, with a
Velcro attachment that fastens to
the underwear. Two elastic strips
hold inserts into place. A packet
with four inserts costs US$2.39.

DISPOSABLE METHODS

MakaPads

Mak1 Incinerator

MakaPads are disposable sanitary pads made
5!%3)!"4.4(",)%5+4")8#8"!;)!#0&-#*"!;)#&,)8#8.!6$)
that grows in profusion on public lands and along
roadsides in Uganda. The pads are handproduced
in several locations in Uganda. The MakaPad is
completely biodegradable except for a plastic liner
that the Ugandan government requires. Production
has a zero carbon footprint. A packet of 10 costs
US$0.50 cents. MakaPads are currently sold with
“wings” that attach to underwear and absorb men
$*!6#()%1"!Z%-O)C20$)1"!$0%&)-#$)6&#1#0(#'(")#*)*2")
time of the study.

The individuallevel Mak 1 allows girls to put used
pads into a chute that connects the toilet stall to an
incinerator just outside. The pads collect, unobserved,
until someone burns the trash. No fuel is required
as the design creates an air intake that will burn all
contents to temperatures above medical waste stan
dards, reducing refuse completely into ash without
exceeding emission standards. The machine costs
about US$1,000 to install; however, this onetime cost
must be weighed against the repeated cleaning and
replacement of latrines.
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Findings
Existing Practices. Nearly all the secondary schoolgirls—92.8%—were using commercial sanitary pads at
the beginning of the test. Of those who had tried both cloth and disposable pads, 89.2% preferred disposable
8#,$)'"4#6$")*2".),%)&%*)("#G)%!)!"R60!")-#$20&/O)K&)4%&*!#$*;)%&(.)%&")/0!()#*)*2")8!03#!.)$42%%()$0*"$)2#,)
ever used a sanitary pad. The rest of the primary schoolgirls used cotton wool—often pulled from their mat
tresses—or cloth rags. We think it is especially important to note that, among the secondary school girls from
rural villages, about half said they had used disposable sanitary pads in primary school. Since disposable pads
are so rare in such areas, we think the connection between primary school usage and admission to secondary
school should be investigated.
Acceptability of Products. About half of the secondary schoolgirls continued to purchase disposable pads dur
ing the trial even though they had been given free cloth pads. However, the girls reported liking the cloth pads,
and 46.4% said they planned to switch to a cloth pad at the end of the study. Of the three cloth products, the
JA@K8#,)-#$)*2")3%$*)8%86(#!O)B0!($)#*)*2")$"4%&,#!.)$42%%()5%6&,)=#G#<#,$)-"!")4%38#!#'(")*%)4%33"!40#()
8#,$I)aaOWY)$#0,)*2".)(0G",)*2"3)1"!.)3642)#&,)abOWY)*2%6/2*)*2".)-"!")'"**"!)*2#&)!"/6(#!)4%33"!40#()8#,$O)
Secondary School Findings

Primary School Findings

CLOTH PADS

DISPOSABLE PADS

Plan to switch
to a cloth pad

Like very much
MakaPads

46.4% 55.1% 57.1%

Better than commercial
MakaPads vs commercial pads

All girls at the primary schools
reported that the cloth pads
they had been given were more
reliable and stable than their
customary methods.

D&5%!*6&#*"(.;)*"$*)!"$6(*$)%5)*2")=#G)W)K&40&"!#*%!)-"!")0&4%&4(6$01"O)J88#!"&*(.;)#)(%4#()'"(0"5)*2#*)'6!&0&/)
menstrual blood causes infertility made the girls hesitant to use it. Although girls reported using the incinera
tor, the equipment appeared to have been scarcely used. Given that girls continued to purchase disposables
throughout the trial when each had been given a free cloth pad, we believe further work on the Mak 1 or other
type of machine is warranted.
At the primary schools, all girls reported that the cloth pads they had been given were more reliable and stable
*2#&)*2"0!)46$*%3#!.)3"*2%,$O)C2".)!"8%!*",)8#!*0408#*0&/)3%!")0&)$42%%()$8%!*$)#&,)5"(*)3%!")4%&+,"&*)0&)
the classroom when asked to stand and recite. However, most girls reported they had not had soap to wash
*2"3O)B0!($)!"8%!*",)*2#*)*2")JA@K8#,)-#$)3%!")R604GP,!.0&/)4%38#!",)*%)*2")=-"`0)<#,)%!)!#/$O)K*)#($%)2#,)
"&%6/2)0&$"!*$)*%)(#$*)*2!%6/2)*2"0!)4.4("$O):%3")/0!($)!"8%!*",)8!%'("3$)-0*2)0&$65+40"&*)#'$%!'"&4.)#&,)
durability of the Mwezi Pad. They added found cloth to the Mwezi base to stretch its absorbency. Girls did not
*20&G)*2")JA@K8#,$)-"!")/010&/)%55)#)$4"&*;)0&)$80*")%5)*2")#'$"&4")%5)$%#8;)'6*),0,)5""()*2")=-"`0)8#,$)2#,)#)
scent after six months.
Purchase Habits. ?"3%/!#8204)#&,)-"#(*2)$6!1".$)-"!")*#G"&)#3%&/)'%.$)#&,)/0!($)#*)*2")$"4%&,#!.)
$42%%(O)B0!($)4#3")5!%3)-"#(*20"!)2%3"$;)4%&+!30&/)8#$*)+&,0&/$)*2#*)8%%!)2%6$"2%(,$)8!0%!0*0`")'%.$S)",6
cation. Probably for this reason, girls had higher monthly allowances. Girls who use cloth pads had smaller
monthly allowances than those who used disposable pads. The difference, US$4.00 versus US$5.00, is
equivalent to the average price of a box of pads.
Students had to pay for all needs (breakfast, school supplies, soap, haircuts, even sugar) from an average
monthly allowance of US$4.50. Girls used 20%–25% of their monthly allowance for sanitary care. Otherwise,
*2")3%$*)5!"R6"&*(.)86!42#$",)0*"3$)-"!")*2")$#3")5%!)'%.$)#&,)/0!($I)$&#4G$;)$42%%()$688(0"$;)$%#8;)#&,)
breakfast. When asked what they would give up last)05)5#4",)-0*2)#)$6,,"&)+&#&40#()"3"!/"&4.;)'%.$)$#0,)
school supplies (51%), girls said sanitary pads (75.7%).
Which would be the LAST one you would give upwhich would be the hardest to live without?

School supplies

51.0%

Sanitary pads

75.7%

Sugar/Snacks/drinks

24.5%

Soap

12.9%

Soap

14.7%

School supplies

6.7%

Breakfast

9.8%

Sugar/Snacks/drinks

3.5%

Breakfast

1.1%

Sanitary pads

—
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Conclusion
AFRIpads Selected for Continuing Study at Primary Schools
B01"&)*2"),05+46(*.)%5)#44"$$)*%),0$8%$#'(")8#,$)0&)!6!#()#!"#$)
and how unlikely it was that fathers would pay for them, we
42%$")JA@K8#,$)*%)*"$*)#*)!6!#()8!03#!.)$42%%($)0&)#)(#!/"!)$*6,.)
investigating the effects of free sanitary care and puberty education
on girls’ schooling. We felt that the improved reliability and stability
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reported by the primary schoolgirls in this study would be important
enough to warrant testing a cloth product, especially given the
better environmental impact. However, we emphasize that the Mwezi Pads were acceptable in the primary
environment and performed better than customary means. This is important because the Mwezi Pads can
be made by anyone with a sewing machine, so NGOs and government workers could give instructions—with
clear direction about the selection of materials—and communities could make their own pads. All providers of
cloth pads must be mindful that they should also provide soap.
We continue to recommend against the introduction of menstrual cups. Local norms usually will not tolerate
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obstacle to safe usage that is insurmountable for most.
Disposable Pads for Secondary Schools
At the secondary school level, we believe disposable pads will be chosen by some girls even when cloth pads
are provided for free. Not only did girls in our study continue to buy pads even after we had provided cloth
ones for free, but twothirds knew how to sew their own before we arrived and yet nearly all of them were
regularly using disposable pads. Further, in our work in other parts of Uganda, we learned that there is a social
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with rural poverty. Teenagers everywhere are sensitive to such judgments. Furthermore, the necessity to hang
the cloth to dry on pegs in crowded dorm rooms has been mentioned as a source of severe embarrassment
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allgirl secondary schools, this overwhelming preponderance of boys will be the norm. Those proportions only
make the necessity for a reliable menstrual method seem more important.
Innovations in Disposable Pad Technology
Given girls’ overall preference for disposable pads, we believe it is important to focus on providing less expen
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the MakaPads were judged to be equally good as other commercial pads, it would make sense to further sup
port these kinds of technologies, helping the businesses that produce them to scale up and reach more girls.
Note, however, that the plastic liner is present in all disposable pads, including the MakaPad. The main advan
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The Way Forward
The macrolevel concerns of government, environmental, and development critics regarding the provision of
disposable sanitary pads to adolescent girls tend to ignore the “girllevel” circumstances we have reported. We
believe it is important for the international development community to give more attention to the intimate condi
tions that give rise to these choices, rather than act on unfounded assumptions about the relative importance
of price or environmental preferability when it comes to sanitary care. Not only will the promise of girls’ educa
tion fail to materialize as long as policy makers give short shrift to such issues, but the safety and dignity of
girls will be jeopardized by inconsiderate measures. Finally, the rapid positive effects of helping girls stay in
school should encourage policymakers to emphasize sanitary care in the present rather than wait for long
term changes in infrastructure and attitudes.
Learn more about the study at:
http://www.doublexeconomy.com/publicationsprojects2/sanitarycareandgirlseducation/
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United Kingdom. We are working in partnership with Plan Uganda.
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www.doublexeconomy.com/2013/03/23/thegenderofnecessitybeerandlipstickinruraluganda/
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